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The first-named author has recently proved the following theorem [3 ]:

Theorem 1. Let D be a region of the extended z-plane whose boundary con-

sists of mutually disjoint Jordan curves B\, B2, • ■ ■ , 3„; C\, C2, • ■ • , C„

HVt^O. There exists a conformal map of D onto a region A of the extended Z-plane

one to one and continuous in the closures of the two regions, where A is defined by

A(Z- ai)M' ■ ■ ■ (Z- a,)M"
(1) 1 <     T(Z) I   < e1",        T(Z) m —- ,

1    W ' (Z - *,)»! • • • (Z - b,)"'

with

Mit Nj, r>0, £ Mi= £ «y=l-

The locus I T(Z)| =1 consists of n mutually disjoint Jordan curves B*, respec-

tive images of the Bit which separate A from the a<; the locus \ T(Z)\ =ellT con-

sists of v mutually disjoint Jordan curves Cf, respective images of the Cj, which

separate A from the bj. The number t is a conformal invariant of D and repre-

sents the period of the conjugate function of the harmonic measure of the set

Uj-x Cj with respect to D around the set of curves Uf-t Bt.

The region A represents a new canonical region for the conformal mapping

of multiply connected domains; it has the property that the harmonic measure

of the union of the curves Cf with respect to A is extendable harmonically

to the entire Z-plane, except for one point in each of the components of the

complement of A.

The object of the present paper is to demonstrate, using closely related

methods, that the new theorem extends to the case of domains in which the

sets U^! Bi and U^ Cj are made up of Jordan curves that are not necessarily

disjoint. This result will later prove useful in the study of approximation by

rational and by bounded analytic functions.

We begin with some necessary definitions:

A Jordan configuration is a finite collection of Jordan curves, no subset of

which forms a closed cycle of Jordan curves; that is, every connected set of

constituent curves is disconnected by the removal of any two points from

any one of the curves.
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A multiple point of a Jordan configuration is a point of the configuration

which lies on more than one of the constituent curves. A multiple point is

described uniquely by specifying the curves on which it lies, for if two differ-

ent multiple points lie on each curve of a set of curves, the curves involved

form a cycle, contrary to hypothesis.

Theorem 2. Let D be a region of the extended z-plane bounded by a Jordan

configuration consisting of Jordan curves Bx, B2, • • • , B„, Cx, C2, • • • , C„

nv 5^0, with U?.! Bi disjoint from UjLi Cj. There exists a conformal map of D

onto a region A of the extended Z-plane, one to one and continuous in the closures

of the two regions, where A is defined by

A(Z-ax)M' ■ ■ ■ (Z-a»)M>
1 <    T(Z)     < el>r, T(Z) =-, with Mf, Nj, r > 0,

11 (Z - bx)"> ■ ■ ■ (Z - b,)"'

and 23 Mi = 23 &i = 1.

The locus I T(Z) | = 1 is a Jordan configuration composed of n Jordan curves

Bf, respective images of the Bi, which separate A from the a<; the locus \ T(Z) \

= ellT is a Jordan configuration composed of v Jordan curves Cf, respective

images of the Cj, which separate A from the bj. The number r is a conformal

invariant of D and represents the period of the conjugate function of the harmonic

measure of the set Uj-x Cj with respect to D around the set of curves Uf^ 5,.

If a point a{ or bj is at infinity the corresponding factor in (2) is to be

omitted.

We may assume that D is bounded and that the curves Bt and Cj are

analytic in the neighborhood of every point which is not a multiple point

of the configuration, since that property may always be obtained by a pre-

liminary conformal transformation of D.

Let Dk be a sequence of domains in the z-plane which satisfy:

(1) Dk+xCDk; DQDk for all k;
(2) Dk is bounded by analytic curves Bi, C), separated from D by Bi,

d respectively, i=l, • • • , ju, 7 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , v;

(3) \imk^ Dk = D.

Let ttjt(z) be the function harmonic in Dk which takes the values 0, 1 on

U^.i B\ and on Uj',,1 C* respectively, and let u(z) be the function harmonic in

D which takes the values 0, 1 on ll?.! Bt and on Uj.! Cj respectively.

The domains Dk are bounded by mutually disjoint Jordan curves and

thus, by Theorem 1, for every Dk there exists a canonical conformal map

Z=fk(z), taking Dk onto a domain Ak of the Z-plane, defined by 1< | Tk(Z) \

<e1/r\ where

Ak(Z - ax*)1"" ■ ■ ■ (Z - apk)M*
Tk(Z) = —-—— - with Mik, Njt, Tk > 0,

(3) (Z - bxk)»» ■ ■ ■ (Z - b,k)»"

23 Mi.k = 23 Nij, = i,
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and aik, bjk are separated from A* by B\', Cf, the images under fk(z) of B\,

Cj respectively.

The boundary of D (thus of every Dk) consists of at least three Jordan

curves, or else D falls into the category, already studied, of a domain with dis-

joint boundary curves. Following [3], select B\, B2, & on different boundary

components of D, and choose, by a suitable linear transformation of the

Z-plane, aik = 0, a2k=i, bik= °° in Tk(Z). As k—*<» there exists a partial se-

quence of k such that all the numbers A k, a<k, Mik, bjk, Njk, Tk approach limits

(finite or infinite) A, fl,-, Mi, bj, Nj, t; we will consider only this partial se-

quence hereforth. The functions fk(z) admit in Dk, thus also in D, the ex-

ceptional values 0, 1, <» and consequently form a normal family in D. We

may therefore restrict ourselves further to a subsequence of values k for

which the functions fk(z) approach a limit/(z), uniformly on every compact in

D.

Proposition 1. f(z) is not identically constant, hence defines a univalent

map of D.

Continuing with the method of [3] we choose an analytic Jordan curve

7 in D which separates \Jl=J B( from UJ=1 Cj. The image of y under fk(z) sur-

rounds both Z = 0 and Z= 1, thus

Ay[a.rg fk(z)] = AY[arg (fk(z) - 1)] = 2*,

which contradicts fk(z)—*c9^ °° uniformly on y. By use of an auxiliary linear

transformation, fk(z)—>°° is similarly seen to be impossible.

The above proof requires modification if D is doubly connected. In this

case we choose a point a in D, and require Ou = 0, bik= °o ,fk(a) = 1. The func-

tions fk(z) admit in Dk — ot and in D—a the exceptional values 0,1, °°. On a

circumference with center a whose closed interior lies in D we have

A arg \fk(z) — 1 ] = 2tt, so the proof can be completed as before. —For this

modification the writers are indebted to Mr. Vincent Williams. A similar

modification may be used in [3] to treat the case that D is doubly connected,

and indeed was used [3, p. 142] in the proof of a limiting case of Theorem 1,

as in the proof of Theorem 3 below.

Proposition 2. 0<t< «>; r represents the period around the set of curves,

U^j Bi of the conjugate function of the harmonic measure u(z).

The function rk log | Tk \fk(z) ] | is defined and harmonic on Dk and takes

the values 0, 1 on U^! B\ and UJ_! C* respectively; it thus coincides every-

where in Dk with uk(z). Hence, denoting by re the interior normal,

If duk Tk   r a I       r ■• I

r/u"   »7~*-Hm'   kT-l°s\Tk[fk(z)]\ds
2irJ\Ji_lB<   on 2TJ\Jx_lBi   dn

"rl..»   *'   Tl0g \Tk(Z)\ds = rk.
2t J Ui-ifl.'    "re
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The function uk(z) — uk-x(z) is harmonic everywhere in Dk and has values

<0, >0 on Uj*-! 5f and U^-i C) respectively. Let vk(z) be the function har-

monic in Dk which takes the value 0 on U^x B\ and which coincides with

uk(z) — uk-x(z) on Uj=i C*. Then, letting wk(z)=vk(z)— [uk(z)-~m4_i(z)], we

have wk(z) harmonic in Dk, wk(z) =0 on Uj_i C), and wk(z) >0 on U^j B\. The

function wk(z) may be extended harmonically beyond the curves Uj_i Cf;

consequently dwk(z)/dn is defined on U"=1 C* and, since wk(z)>0 throughout

Dk, is positive there. Thus

(5) ,       — ds>0.
J U'-icJ   9n

The function w*(z) may be extended harmonically across the curves Uf_i Bf

since vk(z), uk(z), and m*_i(z) may all be. Hence dwk(z)/dn exists on U{*_i -Bf,

and since

*   *    *   *    -ds = °

we have by (5)

p   k  —ds<0,
J (ji-xBi    dn

that is

C d , if        a'*W
(6) „   ,  — l«t(z) - uk-x(z)\ds >       „       ——cfr.

But »*(z) =0 on UJ1-! B\ and >0 in 7>t, thus dvk/dn>0 on Uf.! Sf, which im-

plies, by (4), Tk>rk-x, and in particular t*>ti>0.

Next let 70 be an analytic Jordan curve in D homotopic to U^x Bt. By

virtue of (4) and of the harmonicity of uk(z) in Dk we have

1   f   duk
rk = — I    -ds.

2ir J y   dn

By a theorem of Lebesgue [2], lim*,w uk(z) =u(z), uniformly on every closed

subset of D, thus also in some closed neighborhood of 7o, whence

1    r   du
t = lim rk = — I    — ds < oo.

t-»« 2x J To dn

Thus 0<r<°°, and r represents the period around the set of curves

Uj1-! Bi of the conjugate of the harmonic measure u(z).

Proposition 3. M„ N,>0.

From the form (2) of Tk(Z), and as in Proposition 2,
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l   r    dlog \Tk(Z)\ l    r duk(z)
Mrk = — I „. -ds = -— I t ds.

2x i/ Br dn 2irTt J sr    are

Consider the function vkr(z) harmonic in the region bounded by B\, U.vr B\,

and Uj_! Cj, which takes on the values 0 on B\ and on U,vr.B<, and 1 on

U;_i C). We have i£(z) > 0 on £*, so that t;*(z) - uk(z) >0 on BkT, = 0 on U,Vr Bj

and on U)=1 C*, whence

(7)    — [vr(z) — Uk(z)] > 0,     z in U^r-B.-and in U,_iC;, with n the interior normal.
dn

Since vk — uk is harmonic in Dk and in a neighborhood of the boundary of Dk,

whence by (7)

/,— [f, — tt*]<fc < 0.
bt dn

Thus

/'     d r    d    k r     d    k
— ukds >  I     — !/rds =1     — urdj.

Br    3» J Br   dn J Br   3»

Next let wr(z) be the function harmonic in the region bounded by B\, by

O&rBi, and by UJ_! Cj, which takes the values 0 on B\ and on U^r£», and

1 on U}_! Cj. Then the function vk(z)—wr(z) is zero on B\, >0 on U,yr Bt and

on UJ,! C*, so that d[vk — wr]/dn>0 on £', whence

/'    d    k C    d

sr dre J b, ore

Combining (8) and (9) we obtain

1     r   duk               1      C    dw,
Mrk = -—■ I t - ds >- I     -ds.

2lTTk J Br    dn 2lTTk J Br     dn

The normal derivative dwr/dn>0 on B), and 1/t*>1/t>0, thus

1   C   dwr(z)
(10) Mr > — I    -<fr > 0.

t J Br     dn

The identical argument applied to N,* yields N,>0.

Proposition 4. a^bj, i=\, • • ■ , u;j=l, ■ ■ ■ , v.
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We may find in D an analytic Jordan curve y which separates D^x Bi

from UJ=1 Cj, that is one for which

J_ r     fj (z)dz     _ J_ r     ft (z)dz

2iriJ 7 fk(z) — a,k 2iriJy fk(z) — bjk

Letting k—> oo in the above integrals we obtain

_1_ r    f(z)dz   _ i        _1_ r f'(z) - dz = Q

2iriJ y f(z) — a, 2iriJ y f(z) — bj

which implies that a^bj.

If an analytic Jordan curve y in D separates BT and B„ it follows as in

the proof of Proposition 4 that the image of y under the transformation

Z =/(z) separates the images of BT and B,. Otherwise expressed, if y separates

an annular neighborhood of Br in D from such a neighborhood of B„ then the

image of y separates the images in the Z-plane of the corresponding neighbor-

hoods. We use here the following generalization (Caratheodory, [l, §120])

of Hurwitz's Theorem: if /*(z) is schlicht,/*(z) —>/(z)^const, uniformly in a

region D0, and if D* is a closed subregion of Do, then all points of w=f(D*)

lie in w=fk(D0) for k sufficiently large. Similarly for Br and C„

Proposition 5. aT^as, br9±b, if r^s.

By a preliminary linear transformation of the Z-plane let all the a,-, bj

lie in a finite part of the Z-plane. If ar = a„ r^s, then given e>0 we may find

ko so that \ark — a,k\ <e for all k>k0. Any two points ark, a.k are separated

from each other by a curve of the locus | Tk(Z)\ =1; thus there will exist

points Zk with \Zk — ark\ <e and | Tk(Zk)\ =1. However, because the points

a, are disjoint from the bj (Proposition 4) the quantities l/\Z — bjk\N^ are

all bounded independently of k if only k is sufficiently large and Z is in a

sufficiently small neighborhood of ark. The | Z — aik \ M'k are also bounded

uniformly in k under the same conditions, and since by the proof of Proposi-

tion 3 we have MTk>a>0, it follows that \Zk — ark\ <e implies |r^(Zi)|

<G(.M^<Gta<l for £ sufficiently small, contradicting the requirement

| Tk(Zk)\ =1. By the identical argument bT^b. if r^s, and Proposition 5 is

established. Let

A(Z-ax)Mi ■ • ■ (Z-a»)M*
X(Z) =_-_-— ■

(Z - bx)Nl • • • (Z - b.)"'   '

we have M{, Nj>0, 23-^i = 23^ = 1- 0n anv closed set in the Z-plane which
contains none of the points bj, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , v, the functions Tk(Z) converge

uniformly to T(Z). If A is the domain in the Z-plane defined by 1 < | T(Z) \
<ellT, the closure A of A contains none of the points bj, and thus in particular

Tk(Z)-*T(Z) uniformly on A. Thanks to Proposition 5, we can define A as

the limit of A* as k—»oo. The domain A is connected, since no region of the
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plane can be "pinched off" from Ak by the approach of boundary curves of

Ai to the boundary curves of A (the latter are not disjoint). For if part of the

plane were pinched off, the argument following Proposition 4, applied to an

analytic Jordan curve y in D which separates (J^l Bt from \Jj„l Cj, establishes

that such a region would be bounded wholly by points of the locus | T(Z) \ = 1

or wholly by points of the locus | T(Z)\ =ellT, and would contain no pole or

zero of T(Z), which is impossible; the two loci mentioned can have no point

in common.

We now consider the image under Z—f(z) of a compact subdomain Z>* of

D. On every D*, the function/(z) is the uniform limit of fk(z), so that the

image of D* is the limit of the domains fk(D*). But the domain fk(D*) is

included in the domain fk(Dk) =Ak, hence the limit f(D*) is included in the

limit A of the domains A*. We conclude that D is mapped by/(z) onto a sub-

domain A0 of A. As in [3] we next consider the inverse functions,/*"1 (Z), de-

fined and univalent in the regions Ak and thus, for k sufficiently large, in an

arbitrary compact subdomain of A. The functions /~'(Z) are bounded in A&,

hence form a normal family in A, and we may restrict ourselves to a subse-

quence which approaches a limit F(Z) on A, uniformly on every compact

subset of A; F(Z) is either univalent or identically constant on A. By the

argument given above, A is mapped by F(Z) onto a subset D0 of D. For

ZoGA, we have limk^.x fk1(Z0) = F(Z0) G-Do, so that for k sufficiently large

and Zo fixed all the points fk1(Zo) He in a compact subdomain of D. Then

by Caratheodory's criterion for continuous convergence [l], we have

/[F(Zo)]=limjb,oo/*[/Jrl(Zo)]=Zo, hence/(z) is the inverse function of F(Z)

for ZGA and z(ED0. This means that the image A0 of D under/(z) coincides

with A, for every value Z0 in A is assumed by/(z) at the corresponding point

F(Z0)eD.

Proposition 6. The locus \ T(Z) \ =1 is the limit of the loci | Tk(Z) \ = 1 as
jfe—>oo and consists of li Jordan curves B*, definable as Bf = \\mk^«, Bh';B?

separates A from the point a<. Similarly, the locus \ T(Z)\ =e1/r is the limit of

the loci | T*(Z)| =e1/r* and consists of v Jordan curves C*, definable as Cf

= limjfc_w C) ;C* separates A from the point bj.

Every critical point of T(Z) (of which the total number is p,-\-v — 2) is a

limit point of critical points of Tk(Z), by Hurwitz's Theorem. Every point of

the locus I T(Z) | = 1 is a limit point of points of the loci | Tk(Z) | = 1 as k—> °o .

We show next that B? = limk^x, Bk* is a Jordan curve. Bt forms a part

of the locus | T(Z)\ =1. We prove first that a closed arc A of the locus

| T(Z) | = 1 not containing a critical point of T(Z) cannot be the limit of more

than one arc of the locus | r*(Z)| =1. Let N(A) be a neighborhood of A

bounded by arcs of | T(Z) | = 1 +e, of | T(Z) | = 1 -e (with 0 <e < 1 /2), and by

arcs of two orthogonal trajectories of | T(Z) \ = constant. If N(A) is suitably

chosen, throughout N(A) we have T'(Z)^0 and \dlog T(Z)/dZ\ ^25>0,with
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d log | T(Z)\/ds = 0 and d log | 7\Z)|/dn^28>0,where the latter directions

are taken respectively along and orthogonal to the loci I 7(Z)| = constant.

For k sufficiently large in N(A) we have d log | Tk(Z) | /dn ^ 5. The loci

I Tk(Z)\ =X approach uniformly the loci | 7\Z)| =A, in both position and

direction throughout N(A), so if N(A) contains one arc of | Tk(Z)\ =1 it

cannot contain a second; thus A cannot be the limit of more than one arc

of the locus I r*(Z)| =1. This establishes that in tracing the curve B* no

arc of it is traversed more than once. Furthermore, every closed Jordan curve

on which | T(Z) \ = 1 must separate A from one of the points ait otherwise in

one of the regions into which the curve divides the plane the function

log | T(Z) I is harmonic and has constant boundary values, which is impos-

sible. Thus B? cannot be made up of more than one closed curve. We con-

clude that 73* = limt,0O Bk* is a Jordan curve, separating A from the point a,.

Proceeding identically for the curves Cf we obtain Proposition 6.

We have already shown, in establishing the connectedness of A, that no

subset of the curves B * and Cf can form a closed cycle. Thus the domain A

is bounded by a Jordan configuration. The argument following Proposition 4

may be applied in D and in A to yield that a set of curves B^ or Cfn forms a

continuum if and only if the corresponding curves Bim or Cjn form a con-

tinuum; we conclude that the boundary of A consists of a one to one trans-

form of the curves (not points) of D, with each continuum transformed into

a continuum. It will be noted that the locus | T(Z)\ =1 has a critical point

only where two or more of the curves B* intersect, and the order of the

critical point corresponds to the number of curves intersecting; otherwise

an arc of that locus penetrates a region bounded by part of that locus and

throughout which we have either | 7(Z)| <1 or | T(Z)\ >1. Similarly for the

locus |7(Z)| = e1''.
It remains to study the boundary correspondence effected by the map

/(z).

Proposition 7. Z=f(z) maps the curve Br onto the curve Bf, and the curve

C, onto the curve C*, r=l, ■ ■ ■ , n; s=l, ■ ■ • , v.

The Jordan curve BT has at most a finite number of points in common

with the remaining boundary curves of D; denote these points by px, ■ ■ • , pm-

Similarly, the curve 75r* has at most a finite number of points in common

with the remaining boundary curves of A; denote these by Pi, • • • , Pn. The

results of Caratheddory on boundary correspondence may be applied to the

map/(z) [l]: they establish that Z=f(z) and z=f~l(Z) are one to one and

continuous on the boundary, provided that a boundary point is construed

as an equivalence class of arcs drawn in the region D or A from some fixed

interior point to the boundary. In the present case this implies ordinary

continuity and one to oneness of f(z) in the neighborhood of any point z0 for

which both zo and /(zo) lie on only one boundary curve.
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Let vk(z) be the function harmonic in Dk, equal to 0 on Bk and to 1 on the

remaining boundary curves of Dk, and let v(z) be the function harmonic and

bounded in D, equal to 0 on Br and to 1 on the remaining boundary curves of

D, with the exception of the points pi, p2, • • ■ , pm, where it is undefined.

Similarly, let Vk(Z) be the function harmonic in A*, equal to 0 on B? and

to 1 on the remaining boundary curves of Ak, and let V(Z) be the function

harmonic and bounded in A, equal to 0 on Bf and to 1 on the remaining

boundary curves of A, with the exception of the points Pi, • • • , P„, where

it is undefined. We shail prove that Vk(Z)^>V(Z), uniformly on any closed

subset A0 of A, indeed on any closed subset A0 of A containing no point Py;

an analogous proof establishes vk(z)—>v(z), uniformly on any closed subset

Do of D containing no point pj.

Let V\Z) and V\(Z) be functions defined similarly to V(Z) and Vk(Z)

respectively, with boundary values as before except that those values in the

circle |Z—Pj\ ^5 are now to be replaced by |Z—Pj\/8 on U.vrB,* and

U-VrBf.
Let R be twice the diameter of A, and set

"   log R - log I Z - Pj I
Q*(Z) = £ —-2-5--'■+, 8 < R,

y_i log R — log S

whence Ql(Z) >0 in A, and limj_0 Qf(Z) =0, uniformly for Z in A0.

Let A0 be given, and let e (>0) be arbitrary. Fix 8 so small that we have

QS(Z) <e/3 for Z in A0, and that U^-i Cf and U}.! Cf have no point in any
\Z—Pj\ <8. From a study of the respective boundary values we conclude,

except for Z = Pj,

0 < V(Z) - v\z) < Q(Z),        Z in A,

0 < Vk(Z) - Vk(Z) < Q(Z),       Z in Ak,

whence for Z in A0

0 < V(Z) - V\Z) < e/3,
(11) 6

0 < Vk(Z) - Vk(Z) < e/3.

The boundary of A* approaches that of A as k—* °°, and the assigned

boundary values of V%(Z) on A* are continuous and approach those of VS(Z)

on A uniformly, so by a theorem of Lebesgue [2] for k sufficiently large we

have uniformly in A,

|F8(Z) -F*(Z)|   <e/3;

this holds in particular for Z in A0, whence by (11)

| V(Z) - Vk(Z) |   < e, Z in Ao,
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provided only k is sufficiently large. Proceeding analogously in the z-plane,

we obtain

(12) v(z) = lim8t(z),

uniformly on any closed subset of D containing no point pj.

The function F(b[f4(z)] is harmonic in Dk and coincides with vk(z) on the

boundary curves of Dk, thus F*[/i(z)]=Di(z). By (12) we have

(13) lim Vk[fk(z)} = v(z),

uniformly on any closed subdomain of D.

Given z0EBr, suppose /(z0) EB *■ Then by the Caratheodory continuity

of f(z), there is a whole arc of Br taken by/(z) onto some B*, q^r, and thus

F[/(z)] = 1 on an arc of BT. Consequently, V\f(z) ] 9^v(z) on a whole arc of the

boundary of D, and thus there exists Zi interior to D with V\f(zx)\^v(zx).

Since zx lies interior to D we have Zk—fk(zx)—>f(zx) =Zi, and in a neighbor-

hood of Zi the functions Vk converge uniformly to V; by Caratheodory's

criterion for continuous convergence [l], it follows that Vk(Zk)—*V(Zx). But

this, together with (13), yields v(zx)=\imk^x Vk(Zk)= V(Zx) = V[f(zx)]t and

we have a contradiction.

The identical argument applied to the inverse functions f~l(Z) and fkx(Z)

shows that the image of BT under/(z) covers all of B?.

Proceeding as above for the curves Cs, we obtain Proposition 7.

Proposition 8. The multiple points px, ■ ■ ■ , pm of Br are mapped by f(z)

in a one to one way onto the multiple points Px, • ■ • , Pn of B*, r = 1, • • • , ju;

similarly for the multiple points of C„ 5 = 1, • • • , v.

Since llf-! Bi forms a Jordan configuration, a multiple point px of Br is

described uniquely by specifying the constituent curves on which it lies. If

pxEBrC^B^ ■ ■ ■ C\Bit, by Proposition 7 every image f(px)EB*, EB%, • • • ,

EB*, but, since Uf=i B* is likewise a Jordan configuration, f(px) is thereby

determined to be a single multiple point of B*. Applying the identical argu-

ment to/~~f(Z) we obtain the desired one to one correspondence.

Proceeding as above for the curves C„ we obtain Proposition 8.

This completes the proof of the one to oneness and continuity of f(z) on

the boundary of D. For given ZoE-B,- not a multiple point, f(z0)EB* is also

not a multiple point (Proposition 8), and continuity and one-to-oneness of

f(z) in a neighborhood of z0 follow from Caratheodory continuity and one-

to-oneness. If Zo is a multiple point of Bi, ZoEB{, Bit, ■ ■ • , Bt-^ by Proposition

8 the point /(z0)EB*, B*,, ■ • • , B*f. Let y be an arc in D joining a fixed

interior point Q to a point f on the boundary, and let f trace the curves

Bi, Bi2, • • ■ , Bi in such a way that y is continuously deformed and that

every curve is covered only once; let the curves Bit Bilt • • • , Biq be num-

bered sequentially in order of being transversed by £\ Then for any two con-
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secutive ones Bim, Bim+i there exist arcs in D from Q to Zo which have in

tlieir neighborhoods arcs joining Q both to points on Bim and to points on

Bim+l. Caratheodory continuity now implies that/(z) is continuous and one

to one in any neighborhood of z0. Theorem 2 is established.

As in [3], the validity of Theorem 2 may be extended to the limiting

case in which the curves Bt are allowed to shrink to points:

Theorem 3. Let D be a region of the extended z-plane bounded by a Jordan

configuration consisting of Jordan curves &, • • • , C„ let a\, • • • , a„ be arbi-

trary distinct points of D, and let M\, • ■ ■ , My. be arbitrary positive numbers,

with ^2Mi= 1. Then there exists a conformal map of D onto a region A of the

extended Z-plane, one to one and continuous in the closures of the two regions

where A is defined by

. , A(Z-ai)Ml • ■ ■ (Z-a,)M>> ^
T(Z)    < 1,      T(Z) = —-—-, with Nj>0T, N}- = 1.

11 (Z - bONl • • • (Z - b,)"'

The ai are respective images of the a,; the locus \ T(Z)\ =1 is a Jordan con-

figuration composed of v Jordan curves C*, respective images of the Cj, which

separate A from the b,-.

The proof follows step by step that of Theorem 2, so that we may omit

most of the details.

As before, take the curves Cj to be analytic in the neighborhood of any

point not a multiple point of the configuration, and the domain D to be

bounded. Consider a sequence of approximating domains Dk, defined as in

Theorem 2, and bounded by disjoint contours C); by Theorem 3 of [3],

the Dk may be mapped by Z=fk(z) onto a sequence of domains A* in the Z-

plane defined by

AdZ - aik)Ml • • • (Z - a„k)M»
Tk(Z)    < 1,        Tk(Z) = —-*L_,      With Njk > 0,

11 (Z - blk)»» • • • (Z - bykr>*

^2Njk=l, a,ik=fk(cti), and bjk separated from Ak by C* , the image under

h(z) of C*.
We again choose o« = 0, bik = 1, b%k = <*> in Tk(Z); the functions fk(z) admit

in D — ct\ the exceptional values 0,1, 00, thus form a normal family in D— a\.

We restrict ourselves to a subsequence of values k for which fk(z) converges

uniformly on every compact subdomain of D—ai to f(z), and for which all

the numbers Ak, aik, bjk, Nik approach respective limits A, at, bj, N,.

Proposition 1 follows as before, establishing that f(z) is not identically

constant, hence a univalent map of D — ai. This implies univalence in D as

well, for if/(zi) =/(z2) = Zo, with Z\, z2E:D and Zi ¥^z2, the function f(z) takes

on every value in a neighborhood of Z0 for z in a neighborhood both of zx and

of z2, contradicting the univalence of f(z) in D—ai.

If D is simply connected, we modify this proof as before.
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In Proposition 3, we have

1   r     d       . . 1   r duk(z)
N'k=-T\'' Tl0g I Tu(Z)\ds=--\ ,—^-ds,

Lie J cT   on It J cr   dn

where uk(z) is the function harmonic in Dk except for singularities

Mi log \z — a,-1 in a neighborhood of each z = «i, and which takes on the value

0 for z£Uj_i C). Precisely as before we obtain

1   r   o
Nrk>-I    — wr(z)ds > 0,

27r J c\ on

where wr(z) is the function harmonic in the domain bounded by C\ and by

Ujvr Cj, except for singularities Mi log \z — a,| in a neighborhood of each

z — ai, and which has the value 0 for zEC\, U/*r Cj.

Proposition 4 follows with no change.

In Proposition 5 we have immediately ar^a, for rj^s, since ar=f(ar) and

a.=f(a.) with/(z) univalent, zED. The proof that br?^b, if r?*s proceeds

without change.

Letting

A(Z - ax)Ml ■ ■ ■ (Z - ap)M"
T(Z) m —-— ,

(Z - bx)Nl ■ ■ ■ (Z - b,)N'

we have that the domains A*: | Tk(Z)\ <1 converge uniformly to A: | T(Z)\

<1. By the same argument as in Theorem 2, A is connected and the locus

1 T(Z) I = 1 is a Jordan configuration consisting of v Jordan curves, possibly

with multiple points, given by C* = \xmk,x Cf, with C* separating A from bj.

The discussion which shows that D is mapped by/(z) onto A follows precisely

as before.

The discussion of Propositions 7 and 8 now applies without change.

We conclude that/(z) maps the domain D conformally onto A, where A

is defined by | 7(Z)| <1, and is one to one and continuous in the closures of

the two regions. Theorem 3 is established.

Under the conditions of Theorems 2 and 3, the maps whose existence is

asserted are essentially unique. We outline the proof of

Theorem 4. Let D, defined by (2) with Z replaced by z, be a region of the ex-

tended z-plane bounded by a Jordan configuration consisting of Jordan curves

Bx, B2, • ■ ■ , B^ Cx, C2, ■ • • , C„ fJtv^O, with Uj1-! Bi disjoint from Uj=1 Cj.

Let Bi separate at from D, and Cj separate bj from D. Let D be mapped con-

formally onto a region A of the extended Z-plane, one to one in the corresponding

closed regions, where A is defined by

. , A*(Z - a*x)M' ■ ■ ■ (Z- a\)<
1 <     7*(Z)     < e1'",        T*(Z) = —--^--;P-,

11 (Z - b[*y' • • • (Z - bt)Nl
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with M*, Nf, r*>0, ^2M*= 22N* = 1, and let A be bounded by a Jordan
configuration consisting of Jordan curves B*, B*, • • • , B*, G*, C2*, • ■ • , Ct,

respective images of the Bi and Cj. Let Bf separate a* from A and Cf separate

b,* from A. Then the transformation Z = Z(z) is defined by a linear transforma-

tion of the complex variable z.

The proof of Theorem 4 is quite similar to that of [3, Theorem 2]. The

harmonic measure of UjLi Cj with respect to D is the transform of the har-

monic measure of Uj,,, C* with respect to A, and each is readily expressible

in terms of T(z) and T*(Z). Consideration of the variation of the conjugate

of this harmonic measure on corresponding parts of the boundaries of D and

A yields at once t = t*, Mi=M*, Nj = N*. No region exterior to D bounded

by a Jordan curve belonging, say, to the locus | T(z) \ = 1 can contain a criti-

cal point of T(z), for any locus | T(z)\ =c, 0<c<l, divides the given region

into precisely two subregions and cannot pass through a critical point of T(z).

It can now be established, as in [3], that the assumed map Z — Z(z) of D

onto A can be enlarged so as to map the extended z-plane one to one and con-

formally onto the extended Z-plane, hence is a linear transformation.

In Theorem 4, it is essential to assume that the given map defines a one

to one correspondence of boundary points, not merely that U£.i Bi is trans-

formed into Uf.i B*. For let D be a doubly connected region with /x> 1, v>l.

Then D admits a one to one map onto itself corresponding to any nontrivial

rotation of the plane about 0 when D is mapped onto an annulus bounded

by two circles with common center 0. Such a map of D onto itself carries

B = Uf_i Bi onto itself, and also C = Uj_i Cj, but need not be a linear transforma-

tion of the z-plane; it cannot be a linear transformation of the z-plane if we

have /m = 2, M\ ¥" M2, for then the map does not transform the double point of

B into a double point.

We add some general remarks as background material for Theorems 2

and 3 above, which in particular place in perspective the case that the given

domain D is simply connected, and exhibit the canonical nature of the image

domains A.

Case I. Let D be a simply connected region bounded by a Jordan con-

figuration composed of two Jordan curves B\ and B2 with precisely one

multiple point. By the Riemann mapping theorem, D may be mapped con-

formally onto the interior of the unit circle, with the multiple point cor-

responding to two separate points on the circumference. Since there exists a

map of the interior of the unit circle onto itself that carries three given points

on the circumference onto any prescribed three points on the circumference

which have the same order with respect to the positive sense of the boundary,

it follows that any two domains D and D' of the type described may be

mapped conformally one on the other by functions one to one and continuous

in the closures of the two regions. The mapping function is not uniquely de-

termined, but there is not enough freedom to ensure the correspondence of
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two arbitrary interior points. Letting h(z) be the harmonic measure of Bx

with respect to D, and 77(Z) the transformed harmonic measure in D', an

arbitrary point zi in D will necessarily be mapped onto a point of the locus

77(Z) =h(zx) in D'; the mapping function may be fixed completely by requir-

ing the point zi to correspond to a given point of that locus.

Case II. Let D be a simply connected region bounded by a Jordan con-

figuration composed of 3 Jordan curves Bx, -B2, Bs with a single (common)

multiple point. By the reasoning of Case I, any two such domains are map-

pable conformally one onto the other by a function one to one and continuous

in the closures of the two domains. The mapping function is completely deter-

mined.

Case III. Let D be a simply connected region of the z-plane bounded by

any other Jordan configuration composed of Jordan curves Bx, Bi, ■ • • , Bm

with multiple points px, pi, • • • , pr', similarly, let D' be a simply connected

region of the Z-plane bounded by a Jordan configuration composed of Jordan

curves C\, C2, • • • , Cm, with multiple points qx, c;2, • • • , q,. Let P be any

point interior to D, and consider the conjugate function vp(z) of the Green's

function of D with pole at P. Let 71, 72, • • • , 7. be all the level loci of

Vp(z) joining P to the multiple points pj, l^j^r, and let 0^a,<27r be the

angle with the horizontal, say, which 7,- forms at P. Similarly, let Q be any

point interior to D', let 5i, • • • , 58 be the level loci of the conjugate of the

Green's function of D' with pole at Q which join Q to the multiple points

qj, 1 ̂ j^r, and let Pi be the angle with the horizontal, say, which 5, forms at

Q. The map of the interior of D onto the interior of the unit circle which

takes P onto zero is completely determined up to a rotation; when ap-

propriately normalized, it associates with the points px, • • • , pr the points

eiai, • • • , eia*. Similarly, the map, properly normalized, of the interior of D'

onto the interior of the unit circle which takes Q onto zero associates with

the points qx, ■ ■ ■ ,qr the points e'^i, • • • , e'^. There exists a conformal map

Z=f(z) of D onto D', one to one and continuous in the closures of the two

regions and taking px, • • • , pr onto qlt • • • , qr, ii and only if there exists a

map of the interior of the unit circle onto itself, taking the corresponding

points on the unit circumference one on another, that is, renaming the points

if necessary, one which takes eiai, • • • , eia» onto ei(Si, • • • , ei3» respectively.

A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a conformal map of the

unit circle onto itself which takes eiai onto ei?i, *=1, 2, 3, 4, is the equality of

the cross-ratios, one of which is easily seen to be equal to

/ a3 — ax\ ( on — a2\

(14) X(ocx, <X2, ct3, a4) =-;--— •
/ a3 — a2\ / at — ctx\

sin v—^—;sin v—^—;
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Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the desired map

of D onto D' is that

(15) X(cti, cti+i, a1+2, cti+3) = X(Pi, pi+i, Bi+2, /8i+3), 1 ^ *  ^  5 — 3,

with X as defined in (14). We note that the condition is independent of the

points P, Q which were chosen to be the poles of the respective Green's func-

tions.

Case IV. Let each of D and D' be a doubly connected region, of which

one boundary component, B and B' respectively, is a single Jordan curve,

and the other boundary component, C and C respectively, is each a union of

two Jordan curves with a single common point. Let u(z) and v(z) be con-

jugate functions of the harmonic measures of C with respect to D and of C

with respect to D' respectively. D and D' may be mapped one to one and

conformally onto circular annuli R and R' respectively, centered at zero,

with B and B' taken onto the inner boundary, which we may assume to be

the unit circumference. Under this mapping, and multiple point of C cor-

responds to two distinct points pi and p% on the outer circumference of R;

similarly, the multiple point of C corresponds to two distinct points pi and

pi on the outer circumference of R'. The functions u(z) and v(z) represent

the argument of the image of a point z^D or D' under the map. There exists

a conformal map of D onto D', one to one and continuous in the closures of

the two regions, if and only if there exists a conformal map of R onto R'

which takes the points pi and p2 onto the points pi and pi. A necessary and

sufficient condition for the above is that

(1) the moduli of D and D' are equal (the quantity 1/r of Theorem 2

gives the modulus of a doubly connected domain),

(2) the variation of u(z) over an arc of C, both of whose endpoints are

double point of C, equals the variation of v(z) over an arc of C, both of whose

endpoints are the double point of C.

Case V. Let each of D and D' be a doubly connected region of which one

boundary component B [B'] is a single Jordan curve, and the other boundary

component C[C] is a Jordan configuration composed of three Jordan curves,

all with a single common multiple point. Let u(z) and v(z) be as defined in

Case IV. By the argument of Case IV, a necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of a conformal map of D onto D', one to one and continuous

in the closures of the two regions, is

(1) the moduli of D and D' are equal,

(2) the variations of u(z) over the three Jordan curves comprising C

equal respectively the variations of v(z) over the three Jordan curves com-

prising C, taken in the same sense with respect to D'.

Case VI. Let each of D and D' be a doubly connected region of which each

boundary component B and C [B', C] is the union of two Jordan curves

with a single common point. Let u(z) and v(z) be as defined in Case IV. A
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necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a conformal map of

D onto D', one to one and continuous in the closures of the two regions, with

B and B' corresponding to each other, is

(1) the moduli of D and D' are equal,

(2) measured positively with respect to D from a fixed locus X: u(z) = con-

stant, not passing through a multiple point of B or C, the variations of u(z)

over the arcs of B and C from X to the multiple points of B and C, and over

the Jordan curves of B and C which do not meet X, beginning and ending

at the multiple points of B and C, equal respectively the variations of v(z)

measured positively with respect to D' from some corresponding fixed locus

X': v(z) = constant over the corresponding arcs of B' and C.
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